
Galaxies

 Objectives

• How did find out about other galaxies

• What are their characteristics

• How do galaxies evolve

• How  does dark matter come into play?



Nebula

 Early astronomers saw lots of fuzzy things across the 
night sky

 Nebulous 
 In the form of a cloud or haze

 Unclear, vague, or ill-defined.

 We built better 

telescopes!



Island Universes?

 With better telescopes

 1880’s 

• People saw spiral nebula

 Then – island universes

• Aka other galaxies

 Huge debate:

• Are we the only galaxy

• Or are there many other galaxies



Edwin Hubble

 Used Cepheid distances to “island Universes”

 Found distances much beyond the size of our galaxy

 Debate over!

 Why couldn’t I be an

astronomer back then?

- it looks so glamorous 

Dave Cook



Classifications

 Broke these galaxies up into different types

• Based on appearance

 Spirals

 Ellipticals

 Irregulars

 Gratuitous pretty pictures!



Spirals
• Disk-like structure 

• Can have bars or no bars

• Filled with gas and dust

• Active star formation - Blue

Bar



Elliptical

• Round, elliptical shape

• Devoid of gas/dust

• No active star formation

• Red 



Irregulars
• Both old and young stars

• Contain lots of gas

• Sporadic star formation

From WIRO



Hubble Tuning 

Fork

 Originally thought it was 
an age sequence

• Ellipticals flattening into 
spirals

 But…

 Ellipticals have much older 
stars and don’t form many 
new stars

 Spirals have lots of new 
stars and few older 
stars???

• Doesn’t mean there  aren’t 
any old stars – just way 
more young ones



 Which of the following is NOT a difference between 
spiral and elliptical galaxies?

A. Spirals have ongoing star formation, whereas elliptical 
galaxies do not.

B. Spirals are younger, whereas elliptical galaxies are older.

C. Spirals contain lots of gas and dust, whereas elliptical 
galaxies do not.

D. Spirals tend to be bluish, whereas elliptical galaxies tend to 
be reddish.



LT

 Galaxy Classification

• Pg 139



We are forgetting a type 

 Irregulars

• dwarf galaxies

• ~billion Msun

• MW is 100 times 
biger

 Many more dwarfs

 Local Group:

• ~75 dwarfs

• 3 spirals



Dwarfs are the First things to Form

 Early Universe (we’ll get to this tomorrow)

• H and He gas swirling around

• No stars

• No galaxies

 Certain places started to collapse a small amount of 
material (think our solar system formation)

• Protogalaxies – small 

• Form an elliptical

• Form a spiral



Spiral or Elliptical
 Elliptical

• Less angular momentum

• Rapid star formation (no gas left)

 Spiral 

• More angular momentum

• Gradual star formation

• These galaxies would still be 
small…



How do We 

See Big 

Spirals?

• These small spirals would 
continue to accumulate 
matter; including smaller 
protogalaxies

• Bigger spirals are not 
disrupted completely by 
smaller galaxies



Two Similar Sized Galaxies?

 Form elliptical galaxies

 Major Merger

• Two galaxies of similar 
mass

• Uses up all gas  Elliptical

 Minor Merger

• One galaxy is much more 
massive

• Stays a spiral





Hubble Tuning Fork – Evolutionary?

 Sort of…

• Dwarf irregular galaxies formed first

Some became spirals some became ellipticals

• Spirals and elliptical begin to devour their neighbors

 I don’t want to live in that gated community

 Tuning for is evolutionary but backwars

• Eventually spirals will merge with other spirals or an elliptical 
of similar size and become giant elliptical galaxies

 How likely are galaxies to merger???



Galaxies Like to Group - Gravity



Filaments and Voids 
 Voids

• Very little of everything

 Filaments

• Galaxy clusters

 Milky Way



Galaxy Clusters

• Galaxies Merge frequently in a 
galaxy cluster



 What type of galaxy do we usually find at the centers of 
galaxy clusters?

A. Barred spiral

B. Elliptical

C. Irregular

D. Spiral



 When galaxies collide, what happens in general to the 
stars contained within them?

A. They mostly pass by the stars in the other galaxy without 
colliding.

B. They collide head-on with stars in the other galaxy, 
forming larger stars.

C. They are captured in large numbers within the 
supermassive black holes at the centers of each galaxy.

D. They get dimmer due to obscuration by gas and dust in the 
other galaxy.



Dark Matter

 We see gravitational 
lensing around 
galaxy Clusters

 90% of the mass 
needed is missing!



Bullet Cluster – Galaxy Cluster Merger

 Think Google and Apple 
Merged!

• I would call it “Gapple”

 Gas slowed down due 
to fluid resistance

 Stars would keep going

stars

gas



Explanation

 Light

• Gas is more massive 
than stars

 Gravitational lensing

• More mass near the 
stars!

 Non-interacting Dark 
Matter!



Rotation Curves

 All galaxies show 
the same non-
Keplerian motion

 Missing 90% of 
mass needed!



What’s the Deal With Dark Matter?

 Everything seems to be missing 90% of the mass 
needed for the gravity it displays

 Some people: Newton was full of crap

• Works pretty well here

 We don’t know



 The rotation speed of individual galaxies in a galaxy 
cluster is

A. Slower than expected

B. Faster than expected

C. Follows Kepler's laws at all distances from the center

D. Both A and C


